PATRIMO NITO

in China
Buddhism is one of the biggest religions in the world.

Le Shan Buddha, as the biggest Buddhist statue in China, became a World cultural and natural heritage in 1996.

The destination that Patrimonio visiting China is Le Shang, which is in Sichuan Province.

Patrimonio is very excited to see the huge statue near the river.
After he arrived, two young guides receive him.

They make worship at first to express their respect for the Buddhist statue.

Then they take some photos to leave their precious images.

After taking photos, Potrimonito discovers a strange phenomenon. There are some hole rocks on Buddhism's foot.
He flies to the face of the Buddhism’s face, also finds many incomplete surfaces.
The Buddha says: “This is the result after exposure to wind and rain.”

Long ago, I was covered by a huge building, so that I can be protected against erosion by wind and rain. But soon it had been removed.

Another problem is that many careless people write some word on my toes. I feel very uncomfortable.
Patrimonio says firmly: "I will help you!"

Then he flies back to tell the guides that we must do something to change the situation the Buddha is facing.

The guides find many people to brush these traces.

Patrimonio also brushes the Buddha's face. Buddha is very happy.
In all the efforts, Buddha takes on an altogether new aspect.

After finishing work, Patrimonio says goodbye to the guides.

The Buddha says: "Good luck, my Buddha bless you!"

The trip isn't the end, there are many new things are waiting for Patrimonio to explore.